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50th Anniversary of the Nucleosome Discovery: a Brief Essay

In January 1974, the first electron micrographs of swollen spread nuclei exhib-
iting chromatin “beads on a string” were published in Science [1]. These imag-
es represented a paradigm shift in our concept of the fundamental structure of 
nuclear chromatin (DNA+histones). For a more complete history of nucleosome 
discovery, see [2].

Prior to the discovery of nucleosome “beads”, the consensus view of chroma-
tin was that histone proteins “covered” DNA, generating irregular fibers with 
no apparent internal symmetries. The electron micrographs and subsequent bio-
physical studies established that the nucleosome beads represent a defined stoi-

Fig. 1. The first page of the publication “Spheroid chromatin units (v bodies)” from Science (1974).



2 https://postepybiochemii.ptbioch.edu.pl/

chiometry of histones (duplicates of histones H3, H4, H2A 
& H2B) on the “inside”, with ~146 bp of DNA coiled on the 
“outside” of the histone core. One histone (H1) is associat-
ed with the nucleosome bead and the “linker” DNA con-
necting the string of beads. To the initial discoverers of this 
structure, these images and derived concepts represented 
an amazing simplification of chromatin structure.

This apparent simplicity has not lasted very long. The 
discoveries of histone variants and histone epigenetic mod-
ifications has illustrated how evolution utilizes a stable 

structural motif (e.g., consider the DNA double helix and 
the nucleosome, both with a defined dyad axis) to generate 
incredible diversity in genetic information and utilization of 
this information. Chromatin research today concentrates on 
higher levels of structure and regulation of changes.
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Fig. 2. The first page of the publication “Chromatin history: our view from the bridge” from Nature Reviews Molecular Cell Biology (2003).


